Targeting tomoregulin for radioimmunotherapy of prostate cancer.
Radiotherapy is an effective approach for the treatment of local prostate cancer. However, once prostate cancer metastasizes, radiotherapy cannot be used due to the distribution of multiple metastases to lymph nodes and bones. In contrast, radioimmunotherapy should still be efficacious in metastatic prostate cancer as radioisotopes are brought to tumor cells by targeting antibodies. Here we identify and validate a prostate-expressed molecule, tomoregulin, as a target for radioimmunotherapy of prostate cancer. Tomoregulin is a transmembrane protein selectively expressed in the brain, prostate, and prostate cancer, but not expressed in other normal tissues. Immunohistochemical studies of tomoregulin protein in clinical samples show its location in the luminal epithelium of normal prostate, benign prostatic hyperplasia, and prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia. More importantly, the tomoregulin protein is expressed in primary prostate tumors and in their lymph node and bone metastases. The nature of tomoregulin as a transmembrane protein and its tissue-specific expression make tomoregulin an attractive target for radioimmunotherapy, in which tomoregulin-specific antibodies will deliver a radioisotope to prostate tumor cells and metastases. Indeed, biodistribution studies using a prostate tumor xenograft model showed that the (111)In-labeled anti-tomoregulin antibody 2H8 specifically recognizes tomoregulin protein in vivo, leading to a strong tumor-specific accumulation of the antibody. In efficacy studies, a single i.p. dose of 150 microCi (163 microg) (90)Y-labeled 2H8 substantially inhibits the growth rate of established LNCaP human prostate tumor xenograft in nude mice but produces no overt toxicity despite cross-reactivity of 2H8 with mouse tomoregulin. Our data clearly validate tomoregulin as a target for radioimmunotherapy of prostate cancer.